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GIGA PLUS PUMP ADDS PRECISION AND POWER TO ANY AUTOLUBE SYSTEM
Buffalo, NY – New to North America, the GIGA PLUS central lubrication pump is suitable for any type of
autolube system: sectional, single line, dual line and progressive systems.
A GIGA PLUS is like having three pumps in one! It has three independent outlets for lubricant supply that
are tied together by internal channels within the pump housing. Each channel can be joined to a different
section (with its own PE 250 G pump element) and set to a unique cycle. Or they can all be combined to
one lubrication circle. The optional GIGAmultitronic control unit can control and monitor up to three modes
of lubrication. Normally, you would have to buy one pump per mode, but
with the GIGAmultitronic, you just have to program each mode into the
single pump.
The GIGAmultitronic control unit is also equipped with an operational
database which records cycle time, lubrication time, operating hours, pump
operating time, and much more. It will even create an event log of the last
100 changes of the settings. It will also shut off the system (and your
machine) if it finds a critical error such as low grease levels.
Alternatively, you can order a GIGA PLUS with a GIGAtronic control unit or
even without a control unit and use an external programmable logic
controller (PLC).
With a maximum 300 bar operating pressure, the electric-drive GIGA PLUS
pump delivers up to 12 cm3 (0.75 cubic inches or 0.40 fluid ounces) of
lubricant per minute. The GIGA PLUS can operate in temperatures from 30°C to 70°C for reliable service year-round, and three sizes of reservoirs
are available: 4, 8 and 16 kg (7.7, 17.6 and 35.3 lb).
About BEKA
BEKA is today’s leading global brand of automatic lubrication systems for industrial, over-the-road and
off-road applications. Since 1927, BEKA has been trusted by equipment manufacturers and owners
for high quality, innovative central lubrication systems. BEKA and its dealer network delivers on the
BEKA promise of environmentally friendly, trouble-free products that increase component life, reduce
repair costs and increase the value of your equipment. We measure our success by your up-time.
In 2016, Beka-Lube Products Inc. became part of Baier + Köppel GmbH + Co. KG, of Bavaria,
Germany, the manufacturer of BEKA-branded central lubrication systems. In America, BEKA systems
are marketed and supported by the international BEKAWORLD LP group.
For more information about BEKA lubrication systems in Canada or the United States, please contact:
Jacquie McDougall, Chief Operating Officer
Beka-Lube Products Inc. / BEKAWORLD LP
2830 Argentia Road, Unit 9
Mississauga, ON L5N 8G4
Tel: 1-888-862-7461
www.beka-lube.com
sales@beka-lube.com

